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Religion means submissive attitude of human conscience towards some sacred object.

unknown holy secret concrete

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Each Muslim is expected to make freewill offerings to Muslims in need- to relatives

orphans, or…….. travellers.

needy need needs needless

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When God decides to bring something into existence, He simply says to it “Be!” This

sentence refers to……..

creation forgiveness eternity tradition

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Prophet defended the……… of the poor and the oppressed.

mistakes                                  sins

rights welfare

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one is different in meaning?

predict foretell sophisticate prophesy

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the………. events that is believed to have occurred during the Prophet’s life was the

night journey and ascension (miraj).

horrible usual unimportant miraculous

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Islam is the most…… religion in which the eternal message of Allah and the responsibility

of man is fully explained.

beautiful modern comprehensive complicated

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

By the words “God willing”, the Muslim recognizes his/her total dependence upon

the………..

Divine will God existence God command World

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In order to avoid any possibility of ambiguity in its exalted themes, the Qur’an asks us to

check the mutashabihat against the ……….

verses muhkamat ummal�qura riwayat

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your Lord commands you to worship none but Him and to be……. to your parents.

bad� tempered angry kind enemy

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Islam is a system of education aiming at developing an integrated personality in a/an ……

way.

effective inproper harmonious incomplete

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most elaborate commentary work on the Qur’an is of ……….

Zamakhshari’s Baidawi’s

Tabari’s Jalal�e�Din Suyuti’s

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The struggle between Imam Hussain (AS) and Yazid is the classic….. between good and evil.

difference relationship friendship confrontation

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Man must learn to recognize the signs of God in the signs of the…....

faith explanation interpretation universe

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Abraham is described as being a true ……, having entirely surrendered himself to God.

believer compromiser associate polytheist

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Since the prophet was illiterate, he was not expected to………

produce a written text preserve the revelations

remember the Qur’an apply the Qur’anic methods

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The matter occurs near the end of a specific sura repeats material dealing with

revelation…….

appears at the beginning of the next sura

comes in accordance with the identical aya

occurs near the beginning of the same sura

is repeated word for word at the beginning

17-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In 632, the Prophet himself led the Hajj. Because he died less than three months a:er

completing it, it is known as the ………

Pilgrimage Farewell Pilgrimage

Monthly Pilgrimage Umra

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Holy Qur’an does at least imply the pursuit of knowledge by……….

all Muslims just men just women Arabs

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Qur’an is Muhammad (s) evidentiary…………

document miracle book work

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

written Arabic usually shows consonants only, not vowels.      

 .        

+,-,./ 0123 ,.456 0123 78,9:78 0123  ;<,1 0123

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He employs the first person singular “I”, “Me” when he wishes to express His wrath.

=>?+ ;@A1-  ;8762BC DE:

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Rodwell opted to arrange the suras chronologically.

 =5FG, H7I< J, K1L8 M7NC 2O8 J,  ;87CJ H7I< J,  P+,1-, +9Q R6

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The whole passage asserts that the Hajj forbids pilgrims to engage in wickedness.

7S- 

 

T+,2U J7F8  T1VW

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Muslim’s obligatory annual donation of a fixed percentage of his/ her surplus wealth is

called…….

+X8  T75<7C  T7YJ ZF:

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Every aya (verse) of the Qur’an is related to certain specific historical incident called……..

K1L8 M[U R\] R^W2C _+9A M[U -,.\1+ R^W2C

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The study of the Holy Qur’an is essential for every learned person as well as for all faithful

believers.

 `CaC 2>7b +7NG7cd 9ef1+-

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Feast of the Sacrifice is celebrated throughout the Muslim world at the end of the

period of the annual pilgrimage to Mecca.

 2g> .5S  =\h1 .5S M762i .5S 2\.f .5S

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which prophet once saw in a dream eleven stars, and the sun and the moon bowing down

before him?

-1,- T2j3 D5G,26, T2j3 kA9\ T2j3 l98 T2j3

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Islamic context, the term “Hadith” means………

 2^C75m =cA  =\,1+ n,-] T2@S

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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